Is your stored grain
protected?

The award-winning BIN-SENSE® system was designed with you
in mind. Whether your grain bins are steps from your front door,
or thousands of miles away, BIN-SENSE® keeps you connected
to your grain storage. The easy-to-use monitoring system keeps

BIN-SENSE® LIVE
The best babysitter you’ll ever
have - for only pennies per bushel.
HOW DOES IT WORK?
The BIN-SENSE® LIVE system
delivers hourly grain storage
information to your mobile or
desktop device. It allows you to
turn on your fans remotely, so
you can relax knowing your grain
temperature and moisture values
are properly monitored.

BIN-SENSE® MONITORING CABLES
Monitoring your grain, so you
don’t have to.

FEATURING:
 No power requirement Solar & Battery Powered

HOW DO THEY WORK? BINSENSE® Monitoring Cables sense
both the temperature and
moisture of the stored grain and
report it via the BIN-SENSE®
app or website.

 Control fans remotely from
website or app
 Compatible with most existing
installed cables
 Temperature and /or
moisture sensing
 Hourly grain temperature and
moisture readings
 Custom text or email alerts

 Free software upgrades

FEATURING:
 Designed for a variety of
storage containers including
flat bottom, hopper bottom,
and elevators
 Innovative swivel-head design
 Centering flange for easy,
accurate alignment
 Available in standard, premium
and industrial strength
 Roof bracket options available
for additional support

 Desktop, Apple (iOS) and
Google (Android) compatible

 Grain level indicator

BIN-SENSE® DIRECT
Instantly transform your smart
phone or tablet into a handheld
monitor.
HOW DOES IT WORK?
BIN-SENSE® DIRECT is an on-site
handheld grain monitoring
reader. Simply plug the reader
into your bin cables and connect
to your smartphone via
Bluetooth, giving you a touch
screen view of your stored grain.

BIN-SENSE® FAN CONTROLLER
FEATURING:

Control your fans at the touch of a

FEATURING:

 No power requirements

button .... from your couch!

 Turn bin fans on or off, or
create a timer from your
mobile or desktop device

 Compatible with most existing
installed cables
 Temperature and/or moisture
sensing
 Share data across multiple
devices
 Apple (iOS) and Google
(Android) compatible
 Upgradeable to
BIN-SENSE® LIVE
at any time

HOW DOES IT WORK? BINSENSE® Fan Controller
connects your aeration fans
through your BIN-SENSE®
LIVE system allowing fans to
be controlled remotely from
your mobile or desktop device.

 Relative humidity sensor
monitors intake at fan
 Compatible with all single
and three-phase certified
aeration fans
 Automatic shut off
option for vibration
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